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When we talk about content, this includes written information, images and video. 
Content is not just the information and images that you distribute via your own online and offline 
channels, but also that which you distribute via other third parties. Your own channels might include 
your website, a brochure you produce or your social media channels. By third parties, this might be a 
blogger featuring your product, or a company with whom you are working in partnership.

Engaging content is:
• Customer centric – identify your customer 

segments, and their content needs
• Data driven – where you have the 

information, base your content on what 
you know works, then measure it and 
tweak it to ensure that you’re always 
learning. If you don’t have this information,  
then put measures in place to track it.

• Focused on clear objectives and KPIs  
(key performance indicators) - based on 
where the consumer is on the decision 
making journey

• Relevant and timely 
• Distributed via the right channels at  

the right time 

• Do you have enough time to produce it?
• Are you best placed to create this content? 

And to publish this content?
• Which third party channels could utilise 

your content?
• Who else could/should contribute to this 

piece?
• Is the content relevant i.e. is it seasonal, 

timely or news worthy?
• Does the content answer a particular 

question or query?

Before creating any new content, it is helpful to ask the following:

• What is the role and purpose of this 
content?

• Who is the audience? What are their 
needs? How well do they know your 
product?

• Where does the content sit on the 
customer journey?

• Is there anything you already have that 
could be re-used, or edited?

• Is this the best way to achieve the goal?
• Where does this sit in your overall content 

plans?
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What international considerations are there?

Written content
• Consider whether you want to translate your

content, and whether you have the budget
to do so. It may be that you just translate
in certain markets, and that markets where
English is widely understood you leave the
copy in English. Similarly you may translate
your most popular pages

• Consider whether you use a local market url
for your website e.g. www.thelittlebarn.fr

• Your tone of voice needs to embody your
brand e.g. playful, straight-talking etc. –
and remember that this may or may not
work so well in foreign languages

• Try to avoid using idioms, as they do not
translate well. Word play will also not
translate so is best avoided

• Translated content usually leads to a
higher word count than the original English
copy, and so will take up more space on the
page

• Do not assume knowledge. The consumers
may not know where a certain place is or
who a particular famous person was, so if it
is vital information it is best to explain
it. Bear in mind that international
awareness of England outside of London is
generally low

• Consider using a strapline to help explain
your product, if it isn’t evident from the
name itself e.g. The Little Barn – Notre 
petit hotel gastronomique au coeur des 
Cotswolds

• Different markets have different language
needs. For example, where the French
consumer or consumers from the USA are
happy with a descriptive approach, German
or Dutch consumers prefer reading copy
which is more factual and direct

• Rather than getting it translated word for
word, consider submitting bullet points
to be re-written by a copy writer. This
allows for local nuances to be taken into
consideration

• Localise keywords rather than translating
directly, as it is important to ensure that
your keywords correspond to what people
are looking for in the local market. Do not
leave the keywords in English

• Avoid using superlatives and over
descriptive language

• Avoid using Google Translate. If you are not
going to translate properly then it is often
better to keep the text in English. Most
browsers now offer to translate content
for you if you wish, so then the decision
to translate is the user’s. A German user
may, for example, just think you are lazy
for not translating, but will be actively
turned off if they land on a page with a poor
Google translation that you have selected.
Ideally copy should be translated by a
native speaker and then checked by an
independent native speaker

• Observe seasonal and date differences
e.g. Mothers’ Day is on a different date in
the USA

Ullswater, Cumbria ©VisitBritain



Visual content
• Images should be aligned to your brand catching and impactful, and don’t start 

and have a similar look and feel. An the video solely with a logo or any other 
emphasis on experiential images (real graphic
people doing real things) works well, • Many people scroll through videos
and can be used across different content with the sound turned off, so colour,
channels movement, and subtitles are key

• Consider diversity - ethnicity, gender, • Visual content almost always needs to be
sexuality, disability, and bear in mind your accompanied by permission forms. Whilst
target market images can be used for your own editorial

• Remember that in the Gulf Cooperation purposes without permission forms, as
Council (GCC) images should not show soon as you use these commercially,
bare arms, legs, alcohol or meat. Content then best practice is to ensure you have
in these markets should also avoid LGBT property / model / artist release forms
imagery and themes signed and stored. If you let other people

• The first three to five seconds of video use your images or film then you should
footage are key – and on mobile there is ensure they sign a licence agreement so
even less time (as little as 0.25 seconds) that your visual content is used in a way
to capture people’s imaginations, so make with which you are in agreement
sure that the first few frames are eye-

Visual content – what does good look like?
When considering imagery to use in your activity, it’s best practice to: 
• Show natural, happy, diverse, people experiencing England together – couples, small groups of

friends, and families - to build a sense of connection and welcome
• Use bright, vibrant, colourful images
• Ensure you own the image or have explicit permission from the photographer and people or

places featured

Image credits from left to right, and top to bottom: 1.©VisitBritain/Mollie Bylett 2.©VisitBritain/Andrew Pickett 3.©VisitBritain/Amy Davies 4.© VisitBritain/Ollie Kilvert 5.©VisitBritain 6.©VisitBritain/Sam 
Barker 7.©VisitBritain/ Rod Edwards 8.©VisitBritain/Andrew Pickett 9.©VisitBritain/Craig Derrick 10.©VisitBritain/Francesca Donovan 11.©VisitBritain/Luxmy Gopal 12.©VisitBritain/ Anushka Gupta
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Images that are washed out, flat, dull, or that are straight on shots of well-known icons do not 
work so well for our audiences. It’s best not to filter or over saturate images - keep images as 
natural as possible so that audiences connect with them.

Image credits: ©VisitBritain
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What content channels are available? 
Beyond your own channels, the following channels are examples of platforms to distribute your content:

• Instagram – use for inspiration and • Email – news and must do information
amplification to inspire subscribers to book, and to

• YouTube – serves video content at all give more information to those who have
relevant stages in the consumer journey already booked

• Facebook – use for inspiration and trigger • Partners/influencers – broaden reach and
• Website – use for trigger and planning engagement across the customer journey
• Twitter – use for inspiration and trigger

Try to ensure that the use of your brand/product name is used consistently across all channels e.g. The 
Little Barn, should be @TheLittleBarn or @The_Little_Barn – not @LittleBarn or @Littlebarn. Remember 
that you are operating in a crowded market place, so reinforcement and making it easy for people to find 
you are really important.

What is a content calendar?
If you are working across different international markets, you may find it useful to have a global content 
calendar. This can be a simple as a table or spreadsheet showing what messages and supporting 
content you are planning on featuring in your chosen markets across the year.

Using a content calendar will help you coordinate your messaging, and have a joined up approach 
across your communication channels.

For SEO purposes, seasonal content should be published at least two to three months before it is due 
to trend.

Your content calendar will depend on your needs, channels and resources but here is a five week 
snapshot of what it might look like:

WEEKS
INSPIRATION 1 2 3 4 5

Easter ‘Top  
SEGMENT 1 chocolate  

hotspots’

International 
SEGMENT 2 Children’s 

Book Day
International 

Easter SundayEVENTS/HOOK Children’s  
April Fool’s Day Book Day

SEASONAL TRENDS Gardens, outdoor activities, spring breaks, summer holiday planning

Shakespeare’s 
SEO birthday

April Fool’s World Art Star Wars SOCIAL TRENDS Day Day Day

What content channels are available? 

SEO:
Google Search Console  - search.google.com/search-console
Answer the Public  - answerthepublic.com
Backlink Checker  - ahrefs.com/backlink-checker
Google Trends  - trends.google.co.uk/trends
Content design:
Canva - www.canva.com

https://search.google.com/search-console/about  
https://answerthepublic.com/ 
https://ahrefs.com/backlink-checker
https://trends.google.co.uk/trends/?geo=GB 
https://www.canva.com/
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Upfest, Bristol ©VisitBritain/Peter Beavis
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This publication contains information, data, and images (the ‘Information’) prepared by British Tourist Authority trading as VisitEngland 
(hereafter ‘British Tourist Authority’) under a copyright licence from the Australian Tourism Export Council (‘ATEC’). 

Although the British Tourist Authority has prepared the Information contained in this document with all due care and updates the 
Information regularly, British Tourist Authority does not warrant or represent that the Information is free from errors or omission.  
Whilst the Information is considered to be true and correct at the date of publication, changes in circumstances after the time of 
publication may impact on the accuracy of the Information. The Information may change without notice and British Tourist Authority  
is not in any way liable for the accuracy of any information printed and stored or in any way interpreted and used by a user. 

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including 
photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of ATEC, in accordance with 
relevant copyright legislation. 

3 Grosvenor Gardens, London, SW1W 0BD ©VisitEngland
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